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Week 1: 
Dulce et Decorum Est – Wilfred Owen 

 Listen to the poem: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qB4cdRgIcB8 

 Read and annotate the poem using the website to help you: 
https://genius.com/Wilfred-owen-dulce-et-decorum-est-annotated 

 Answer the question: how does the writer use language and poetic methods to 
create a sense of horror? 

 
Out of the Blue – Simon Armitage 

 Listen to the poem: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ufZey15WTAk 

 Read and annotate the poem using the website to help you: 
https://genius.com/Simon-armitage-extract-from-out-of-the-blue-annotated 

 Answer the question: how does the writer use language and poetic methods to 
create a sense of terror or despair? 
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Week 2: 

 Study a range of recruitment propaganda and consider the methods used to 
persuade the public to sign up during the war. 

https://www.iwm.org.uk/learning/resources/first-world-war-recruitment-posters 

 Analyse the posters considering the use persuasive language, colours, slogans 
and images. 

 Create your own propaganda poster using persuasive methods identified above 
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Week 3: 
Independent reading of The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas  

 Read chapters 1-5  of the book (the words are on the screen but it is an audio book so 
you can listen at the same time). Follow the link below and use the navigation on the 
right hand of the screen to move to the next chapter. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kdjvCcq-
4gg&list=PLKwtZgvBM54WsDpIxmU2k498q87BK1HxQ 

You can also read the book online: 

 https://docs.google.com/viewer?a=v&pid=sites&srcid=bHRwcy5pbmZvfG1yc21pbmVy
b3xneDo3YmViODJjOTkzMGQwNmZj 

Once you have read / listened to a chapter, answer the following questions to show your 
understanding: 
Chapter 1: 

1. How do we know Bruno’s family are rich? 
2. What is Maria (the maid) doing as the story begins? 
3. How does his mother look on this occasion? 
4. Why do the family have to move? 
5. Why does Bruno not want to leave? 
6. What kind of person do you imagine Bruno’s father to be? 

 
Chapter 2: 

1. Describe Bruno’s old house in Berlin. 
2. Describe Bruno’s new house. 
3. What does Bruno think of his father’s job? 
4. Describe the young soldier Bruno sees on the stairs. 

Chapter 3: 
1. Describe Gretel, Bruno’s sister. 
2. How well do Bruno and Gretel get on? 
3. What is the name of their new house? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qB4cdRgIcB8
https://genius.com/Wilfred-owen-dulce-et-decorum-est-annotated
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ufZey15WTAk
https://genius.com/Simon-armitage-extract-from-out-of-the-blue-annotated
https://www.iwm.org.uk/learning/resources/first-world-war-recruitment-posters
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kdjvCcq-4gg&list=PLKwtZgvBM54WsDpIxmU2k498q87BK1HxQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kdjvCcq-4gg&list=PLKwtZgvBM54WsDpIxmU2k498q87BK1HxQ
https://docs.google.com/viewer?a=v&pid=sites&srcid=bHRwcy5pbmZvfG1yc21pbmVyb3xneDo3YmViODJjOTkzMGQwNmZj
https://docs.google.com/viewer?a=v&pid=sites&srcid=bHRwcy5pbmZvfG1yc21pbmVyb3xneDo3YmViODJjOTkzMGQwNmZj


Chapter 4: 
1. Describe the view from Bruno’s window. 
2. Where does Gretel think they are? Explain your answer. 
3. Describe the people in the camp. 

Chapter 5: 
1. Was Bruno’s mother happy to leave Berlin? Explain. 
2. Describe Bruno’s father. 
3. Why does Bruno go in to his father’s study? 
4. What is really going on in the story, that Bruno is not aware of? 

 
Answer the essay question: How does the writer portray a sense of isolation or 
fragmentation in the family? 
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Week 4: 
Independent reading of The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas  
Read chapters 6-10  of the book as you did for 1-5 last week. 
Once you have read / listened to a chapter, answer the following questions to show your 
understanding: 
 
Chapter 6: 

1. How well is Bruno settling in to his new home? 
2. Describe Maria, the family’s maid. 
3. Does Bruno have a lot of respect for his father? Explain. 
4. ‘Bruno and Gretel treat Maria differently.’ Explain this statement. 
5. How do Bruno and Gretel treat their father differently? 

 
Chapter 7: 

1. Describe the one person Bruno knew to be mad. 
2. What does Bruno do to entertain himself? 
3. What is Bruno’s opinion of Lieutenant Kotler? 
4. How does Gretel act around Lieutenant Kotler? 
5. How does Lieutenant Kotler treat Bruno? 
6. How does Lieutenant Kotler treat Pavel? 
7. How does Bruno feel when Lieutenant Kotler treats Pavel like this? 
8. How does Bruno injure himself? 
9. Describe Bruno’s injury. 
10. Who looks after him and what do they do? 
11. What do we learn about Pavel’s past? 
12. Why does Pavel’s behaviour change when Bruno’s mother arrives? 
13. How does she treat Pavel? 
14. Why won’t she tell Bruno’s father what happened? 
15. Does Bruno understand the situation here at Out-With? Explain. 
16. Chapter 8: 
17. Describe Bruno’s grandparents. 
18. How did his grandmother spend time with the children? 
19. Why was Bruno’s grandmother disappointed when Bruno’s father became 

Commandant? Use quotation in your answer. 
 

Chapter 9: 

1. What change happens at Out-With? 

2. Describe Herr Liszt. 

3. What makes Bruno decide to go exploring? 

4. What does Bruno see happening in the camp? 

5. What does Bruno try not to think about as he goes exploring? 

Chapter 10: 

1. Describe Bruno’s walk along the fence. 



2. Why does he almost turn back? 

3. Describe the boy Bruno meets. 

4. What are Bruno’s first impressions of the boy? 

5. What is unusual about Shmuel’s birthday? 

6. Does Shmuel have many friends? 

7. What does Bruno say about Germany and how does he feel once he says it? 

8. What does Bruno discover about Out-With? 

9. What does Shmuel say about where he comes from? 

Answer the essay question: How does the writer explore the theme of lies and 
deceit? 
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Week 5: 
Independent reading of The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas  
Read chapters 11-15  of the book as you did for 6-10 last week. 
Once you have read / listened to a chapter, answer the following questions to show your 
understanding: 
 
Chapter 11: 

1. How did Bruno’s mother react when his father said the Fury was coming to 
dinner? 

2. How do the children dress for this important dinner? 
3. What rules apply during the Fury’s visit? 
4. Describe the Fury. 
5. What does Bruno think of the Fury’s manners? 
6. Describe Eva 

Chapter 12: 
1. Where did Shmuel live before the camp? 
2. How did life change for Shmuel before he was brought to the camp? 
3. What different attitudes do the boys have to the armbands? 
4. “Bruno opened his mouth to contradict him.” Why doesn’t Bruno believe 

Shmuel’s story? 
5. What happened when “the soldiers all came with huge trucks”? 
6. What differences do you notice between Bruno and Shmuel? 
7.  Why does Bruno decide not to tell his family about his new friend? 

Chapter 13: 
1. Why isn’t Bruno feeling quite so unhappy about his new life? 
2.  What does Bruno ask Maria about Pavel?  
3. What jobs do the boys want when they grow up? 
4.  What is Shmuel’s opinion of soldiers?  
5. Describe the friendship the boys have. 
6. How does Bruno feel when he looks at Pavel? How has Pavel’s appearance 

changed since Bruno met him? 
7. What complaints does Bruno make about Herr Liszt?  
8. What mistake does Lieutenant Kotler make in conversation?  
9. What view does Bruno’s father have of people who left Germany in 1938?  
10. “What happened then was both unexpected and extremely unpleasant.” 

Chapter 14: 
1. When Shmuel has a black eye, what does Bruno think happened? 
2.  What does Bruno ask Shmuel every day? 
3.  What does Bruno have to say about the striped pyjamas? 
4. What does Bruno let slip to Gretel? 
5. How does he try to get out of it? 
6. Why is Gretel sarcastic to Bruno? 
7. What did Shmuel say about his Grandfather? 

Chapter 15: 
1.  What prevented Bruno and Shmuel from seeing each other? 
2. . Why is Bruno worried about his friend? 



 

  

3. Bruno’s mother is spending a lot of time with Lieutenant Kotler. What 
examples of this are we given? 

4.  What reasons does Bruno have for disliking Lieutenant Kotler? 
5.  How does Lieutenant Kotler treat Bruno? 
6.  Why is Shmuel in the kitchen? 
7.  Describe Shmuel’s hand. 
8.  Why is Shmuel afraid to eat the chicken? 
9.  Why does Bruno deny knowing Shmuel? 
10.  What would you have done in Bruno’s position? 
 

Answer the essay question: How does the writer explore the idea of friendship? 
 
 



 

  

Subject AR3 Content 

 
French 
8AA and 
8FS 
CLASSES 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
8RS 
CLASSES 
 

‘Ma santé’ (My health) –  understanding how to stay healthy and 
improve health, promoting  healthy lifestyle 
 

 

Are you healthy?  Healthy lifestyle and choices –sleep patterns, exercise 

and frequency, the importance of exercise, opinions   Produce a healthy 
living poster giving advice on how to be more healthy and what you 
should/should not do 
 
 

‘J’aime faire les magasins’ (I like to go shopping) –  understand why 
French have so many smaller independent shops (besides 
supermarkets) and find out about French shopping habits   
 
What do you know about shopping in France?  How could you spend 
your pocket money? Research the names of major French supermarket 

chains and browse their websites to spot similarities and differences  Learn 

the names of different types of shops   Quantities and packaging  Clothes, 

shopping for clothes  Create a new fashion band – draw and design the 

clothes and label/describe them in French  Pocket money  How much? How 

often and what you spend it on  Explain how you help at home (and explain 
what you don’t do, and why!) and how often 
 
 
Les vacances’ (Holidays) – describing our holidays and understanding 
where people go and what they do on holiday 
(Linguascope login details are provided on Google classroom powerpoints) 
 
Where do we go on holiday?  Recognising French speaking countries – 
Where is French spoken in the world and why?  Research Find out where 
French is spoken around the world and why?  • Learn the names of 
countries – log on to www.linguascope.com ‘Les pays’  
 
How do we get there? Transport – How do I travel? How do others travel? 
(Linguascope ‘Les transports’) • Accommodation – alternatives to hotels – 
camping/chalet/BnB/apartment • Seneca Holidays 5.21 Countries 5..22 
Going on holiday and 5.23 Holidays and Linguascope Les pays  
 
What do you like to do on holiday?  Developing opinions -   giving 
reasons for my opinions about my holiday and activities • Weather – key 
weather expressions • Linguascope  La météo and Seneca 5.24 Weather 
 
 
 
 



 

Subject AR3 Content 

 
Art 
 
 
 

Recall of biro mark making skills and development of cubist 
fragmentation drawing skills 
Follow the step by step PPT to support you with the creation of your own 
Cubist guitar drawing showing different textures and tones to give contrast. 
Review of Analytical Cubism  
Develop geometric shapes in your work and experiment with this style of art 
using household stains such as tea and coffee stain. Apply tone using pencil 
blending techniques and black biro pen to support media layering. 
Develop your awareness of Synthetic Cubism 
Investigate what it looks like and some of the techniques used such as 
collage and frottage. Develop how you could use these techniques in your 
own work using every day materials to create your own piece of practical 
work. 
Research the artist Picasso 
Create a PPT presentation or word document that looks at his life, his work 
(particularly his Cubist phase). Research must be creatively presented. 
Picasso study page 
Using your previous research create a study page on Picasso. Follow the 
PPT and develop contrast by using different media techniques and scales. 

Food  
(until rotation 
end 
8.05.2020) 

8OM3 (LST) 
8ER4 (SBR) 
 

Healthy eating & the eatwell plate –  

Produce a food diary and evaluate own food choices in line with government 
guidelines and recommendations. Designing healthy options. Understanding 
of main food groups. They will be introduced to the key terms ‘macronutrients’ 
and ‘micronutrients’ and begin to learn about the functions and sources of 
important vitamins and minerals.  

Students will also begin to develop an awareness of dietary related 
deficiencies and the effect of these on the body. 

Pizza (Practical) research the technique ‘Kneading’ using BBC food.  
https://www.bbc.co.uk/food/techniques/kneading 

Health, safety & hygiene 2: cleaning and contamination   

Students will learn about the different types of contamination (physical, 
biological and chemical) and begin to develop an awareness of the conditions 
needed for the growth of bacteria.  

Students will design their own refrigerator outlining where different food 
should be stored to reduce food spoilage from contamination and the correct 
process for cleaning down in a kitchen. 

Viennese Whirls (Practical) Research the technique of piping using BBC 
Food.  
https://www.bbc.co.uk/food/techniques/using_piping_bags 

 

 

Food miles and origin.  

Research the palm oil industry and the environmental, moral and ethical 
impact of this. They will develop an awareness of the impact of single use 
plastic as well as exploring the origins of the food they eat.    

Graphics 
(until rotation 
end 
8.05.2020) 

8OM2 
(JMO) 
8ER5 (JMO) 

Investigate the TechSoft program via watching two links:   
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LO9CPpsoqHQ TechSoft Basics 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C3fAALoh9jo Contour Image 
Create your own question sheet (between 5 -10 questions) to check other 
students can recall the information on the video clips correctly. Think about 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/food/techniques/kneading
https://www.bbc.co.uk/food/techniques/using_piping_bags
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LO9CPpsoqHQ%20TechSoft%20Basics
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LO9CPpsoqHQ%20TechSoft%20Basics
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LO9CPpsoqHQ%20TechSoft%20Basics
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C3fAALoh9jo%20Contour%20Image


 the type of questions you could ask: multiple choice, true or false, put in the 
correct order, yes or no and open choice. Add at the bottom of the question 
sheet the answers to each question asked.  
 
Computer Experimentation using PowerPoint or Word  
Can you try to see how easy or difficult your design is to draw using computer 
aided design (CAD)? Use the supporting slides to help you develop your 
practical response. 
 
Develop a visual word wall, selecting one of the two word walls given can you 
develop an appropriate image for each key word? To challenge you further 
can you write your own definition for each word? 
 
Design your own jewellery packaging that is suitable for your Nightmare 
Before Christmas final design. Investigate possible packaging design ideas 
from bags to pouches and boxes, think about the colour, images and text you 
might use to develop your packaging experimentation. 
 
Create a poster design that could be used to advertise and promote 
Nightmare Before Christmas jewellery. Consider the style of font used, 
images and can you think of a slogan to support the theme and attract 
possible buyers’ attention? 

Product  
(until rotation 
end 
8.05.2020) 
8OM1 
(GDA) 
8ER1 (GDA) 
 

Task 1 – Completion of a number of design tasks that are designed to 
develop an understanding of the design process. Students are required to 
follow the PowerPoint slides. You need to ensure that develop a number of 
outcomes for each of the tasks highlighted. 
Research a number of different pieces of packaging. Using the table provided 
try and find a piece of packaging at home that meets all the criteria.  
Success Criteria: 
- Identify a piece of packaging using techniques shown. 
-Accurately critique a number of pieces of different packaging. 
 
Task 2 – Development of designs – you are required to develop a number of 
different designs that show a range of skills. Use the PowerPoint to help you 
with the development of the work and to help aid the layout of the design.  
Create a mood board of images that you can use to on the packaging. 
Then using the layout and examples provided, create at least 6 designs that 
include colour and annotation. 
Success Criteria: 
- Produce a selection of images that will influence the design of your 
packaging. 
- Choose relevant images which will help design your packaging, keeping the 
images to scale so they can be used to trace. 
- Modify the original logo and explain why you have made the changes. 

Textiles   
(until rotation 
end 
8.05.2020) 
8OM4 
(LDA) 
8ER3 (TMC) 

Mini project: Sock monsters 
Task 1: Students will be required to research the creator of ‘The Stupid Sock 
Creatures’ phenomenon. From this research students will produce a 
presentation including information about the designer John Murphy and a 
mood board of sock monsters and other sock creations.  
Resources: 
John Murphy YouTube channel 
https://www.youtube.com/user/stupidcreatures/featured 
John Murphy website 
http://www.stupidcreatures.com/ 
Pinterest page on sock creations 

https://www.youtube.com/user/stupidcreatures/featured
http://www.stupidcreatures.com/


 

https://www.pinterest.co.uk/jcalbery/sock-creations/ 
PowerPoint presentation to be posted to google classroom.  
Task 2: Students will pick from 2 tasks depending on the resources available 
to them at home.  
Opinion A – Using the guidance on the PowerPoint students are asked to 
create their own sock monster. 
Opinion B – Using the research from the previous remote learning lesson 
and the guidance on the PowerPoint students are asked to design 3 of their 
own sock monsters.  
Extension – Students could create a bio for their sock monster in the way the 
John Murphy does, giving the creature a name, likes/dislikes and creating a 
short story featuring the sock creature.  
Resources: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B2eA1XBnXG0 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yyu1l6_sa5Q 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=chMGPNCbM1A 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d_Au5BHbStQ 
PowerPoint presentation to be posted to google classroom.  
 

Food 
(new rotation 
begins 
11.05.2020) 

8MO2 (LST) 
8ER5 (LST) 

Health, safety and hygiene 

Students will retrieve previous knowledge of working safely and hygienically 
in the kitchen and explore in greater detail the hazards of poor personal 
hygiene and control measures to prevent contamination. Student will also 
begin to learn about colour coded equipment used in the kitchen to reduce 
the risk of contamination. 

Burgers (Practical) understand the requirements for working with raw meat.  

Special diets 

Students will learn about a range of special dietary needs including medical, 
religious, cultural and optional diets. Creating their own dish for a specialist 
diet. 
 

Graphics 
(new rotation 
begins 
11.05.2020) 

8MO1 
(JMO) 
8MO3 
(LDA) 
8MO4 
(SBR) 
8MO5 
(GDA) 
8ER1 (JMO) 
8ER2 (TMC) 
8ER3 (SBR) 
8RE4 (GDA) 

Introduction to the Nightmare Before Christmas jewellery project 
Design brief shown alongside developing an awareness of the theme, The 
Nightmare Before Christmas film by Tim Burton. Sections of the film to be 
watched and discussed to support character and plot awareness. Question 
sheet completed. 
 
Create a spider diagram of key areas to consider when thinking about the 
project (use the project brief and film awareness to support this). Develop a 
research page of key characters and scenes from, ‘The Nightmare Before 
Christmas’. Use annotation to discuss how these pictures could be used to 
influence your designs. 
ACCESS FM – using jewellery examples select two different forms of 
jewellery to assess. Review your awareness of how to analyse products 
using ACCESS FM key terms. Describe each jewellery piece selected using 
the ACCESS FM prompt sheet. 
Initial ideas – you will need to sketch a minimum of four different ideas for 
your possible jewellery designs. Add notes to describe your ideas and the 
jewellery function. 
Idea Development – start to draw each idea in more detail, aiming through 
both written and visual communication to show where areas of your designs 
are engraved, in relief or inset. 
 

https://www.pinterest.co.uk/jcalbery/sock-creations/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B2eA1XBnXG0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yyu1l6_sa5Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=chMGPNCbM1A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d_Au5BHbStQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d_Au5BHbStQ


 

 

 

  

Subject AR3 Content  

 
 
 
Drama 
 
20/04/2
0 
27/04/2
0 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Lesson 1: 

 Follow the link below and identify the explorative strategies that are used as 
part of physical theatre. 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/drama/exploring/explorative_strategiesrev7.s
html). 
 

Answer the questions: 
How can we use our body as a chair?  
What do we need to consider?  
How can we show the type of chair and material used? 

 
Drama 
04/05/2
0 
11/05/2
0 

Lesson 2: 

 Follow the link below and identify techniques used for mirroring. 
       https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uOvVlEqN7YM) 

Answer the following question: 
How can we mirror movements effectively? 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/drama/exploring/explorative_strategiesrev7.shtml
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/drama/exploring/explorative_strategiesrev7.shtml


 

  

History 
Y8 

Trench Warfare: What was it like to be a British Tommy?  

 List conditions soldiers faced in the trenches.  

 Explain in detail several conditions facing the British Tommy in the trenches. 

Prioritize these conditions and explain the condition you think was the worst 

for soldiers.  

 Evaluate a range of conditions faced by soldiers in the Trenches showing 

clear empathetic understanding. 

Recruitment and Propaganda 

  List the different ways the government recruited men to fight.  

 Explain the methods used to persuade men to join the fight and describe 
how effective they were.  

 Analyze the overall effectiveness of government propaganda. 
 
Weapons of WW1  

 Identify and describe a variety of weapons used during WW1.  

 Explain a variety of weapons used during WW1 accurately.  

 Evaluate the most effective weapon used during the conflict and pitch it to 
your peers  

 

The Battle of the Somme:  

 List the problems of trench warfare. Write 3 features of the Somme 
Battle Plan.  

 Explain a variety of problems of trench warfare. Identify and explain the 
Somme Battle Plan. Identify and explain the reality of the Battle of the 
Somme. Decide whether Haig deserves his reputation as a ‘Butcher’  

 Compare and Contrast the Plan and Reality of the Battle of the Somme. 
Explain and justify your opinion of Haig –was he the Butcher of the 
Somme and were the soldiers really ‘Lions led by donkeys’?  

 

 

BBC Bitesize  

Imperial War Museum website 

Spartacus website  

Google – will unearth a plethora of resources  

Academy power points will be uploaded to google classroom to support 

learning  

 

 



Subject AR3 Content 

Science 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1.Energy Transfer 
2.Potential Energy and Kinetic Energy 
3.Work Done 

 

Use a Sankey diagram as a model to represent simple energy changes. 
 Describe a range of energy transfers using simple diagrams. Recognise what energy 
is and its units  
 

Explain how energy is conserved when objects fall.  
Describe factors affecting energy transfers related to falling objects. Recognise 
energy transfers due to falling objects  
 

Apply the equation for work done to different situations. 
 Describe the relationship work done = force x distance.  
Recognise situations where work is done 
 
4. Elastic Potential Energy 
5. Conduction & Radiation 
6. Energy transfer in Foods and Fuels 
 
Explain how elastic potential energy is transferred. Compare elastic potential energy 
in different materials. Describe different situations that use the energy stored in 
stretching and compressing elastic materials. 
 

Compare the transfer of energy by thermal conduction and radiation. Explain the 
relationship between energy transfer and temperature change. Describe the 
warming and cooling of objects. 
 

Present data using appropriate graphs and evaluate the quality of evidence collected. 
Collect evidence to investigate the energy of different fuels. 
Describe how to measure the energy of fuels. 
 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z99jq6f/revision/1 
 

7.Rates of Energy Transfer 
8.Cost of Energy Use 
9.Batteries 
 
Calculate quantities of energy transferred when change happens. 
 Recall and use the correct units for rate of energy transfer.  
Describe what is meant by “rate of energy transfer”. 
 

Explain how the cost of energy used can be calculated.  
Describe the use of units on a fuel bill.  
Describe the information on a typical fuel bill. 
 

Investigate how fruit batteries work.  
Describe the link between chemical energy and electricity.  
Name types and uses of batteries.  

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z99jq6f/revision/1


 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

10.Circuits 
11.Energy in Circuits 
12.Resistance 

 
Explain how materials allow current to flow. Describe what is meant by electric 
current.  
Produce simple circuit diagrams. 
 

Using analogies and models to explain voltage. Describe what the voltage does in a 
circuit.  
Use a voltmeter to measure voltage. 
 

Compare conductors and resistors.  
Investigate the relationship between voltage and current. Explain how resistance 
affects a circuit. 
 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zgy39j6 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zgy39j6


 

 

  

RE 

 Judaism – ‘A Way of Life’ 

Lesson 1: History of Judaism  

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/znwhfg8/articles/zh77vk7 

What are the key beliefs? 

Who is the founder of Judaism? 

Who do Jews believe in? 

Lesson 2: Worship in Judaism/Shema Prayer 

Where do Jews worship?  Why is worship in Judaism important? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nwPti4ev2VY 

What are the key features of a Synagogue? 

Lesson 3: Key beliefs of Judaism/the Torah 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/znwhfg8/articles/zh77vk7 

What are the contents of the Torah? 

How does it compare to the Christian Bible? 

Lesson 4: Synagogue and its importance/difference between Orthodox and Progressive Jews 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/znwhfg8/articles/zh77vk7 

What do the key terms of progressive and orthodox mean? 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z3sf2nb/revision/3 

What is the difference between the two? 

How is this reflected in their daily life? 

Lesson 5: Jewish festival- the Passover.  Why are festivals important in Judaism? 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/39565685 

What is the story of the Passover? 

https://www.reonline.org.uk/festival_event/passover-pesach/ 

Why do Jews remember the story of the Exodus? 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/znwhfg8/articles/zh77vk7
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nwPti4ev2VY
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/znwhfg8/articles/zh77vk7
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/znwhfg8/articles/zh77vk7
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z3sf2nb/revision/3
https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/39565685
https://www.reonline.org.uk/festival_event/passover-pesach/


Dance 

20/04/2020 

Watch task and question on Google Classroom - ‘Dance of the 
Knights’: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ISC-8DEooTY 

Online Resource about dance battles: 
https://www.redbull.com/pk-en/the-rules-of-a-street-dance-battle 

HAIL Activity: Google Classroom - Breakdance Project 
Worksheet 2 and Breakdance History video. 

27/04/2020 Watch task and question on Google Classroom - ‘Jets Song’ 
Westside Story: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=twbuT1V5mFE 

Online Resource for developing a motif: 
https://www.onedanceuk.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/Motif-
and-development-for-NDTA.pdf 

HAIL Activity: Google Classroom - Breakdance Project 
Worksheet 3 and Breakdance video. 

04/05/2020 

BANK HOL 04/05 

11/05/2020 

Watch task and question on Google Classroom - Tommy and 
Charlie Hip Hop: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-o8we0lJptM 

Online Resource for learning Street Dance key words: 
https://georginabutler.co.uk/2017/09/25/feature-learn-lingo-simple-
glossary-street-dance-september-2017/ 

HAIL Activity: Google Classroom - Breakdance Project 
Worksheet 4 and Breakdance video. 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ISC-8DEooTY
https://www.redbull.com/pk-en/the-rules-of-a-street-dance-battle
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=twbuT1V5mFE
https://www.onedanceuk.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/Motif-and-development-for-NDTA.pdf
https://www.onedanceuk.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/Motif-and-development-for-NDTA.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-o8we0lJptM
https://georginabutler.co.uk/2017/09/25/feature-learn-lingo-simple-glossary-street-dance-september-2017/
https://georginabutler.co.uk/2017/09/25/feature-learn-lingo-simple-glossary-street-dance-september-2017/


 

 

  

Subject AR3 Content 

Business 
Studies 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Project based approach to the basics in business studies, based on a scenario where students are to 
create a product of their own.  This project continues to consolidate and build upon learning from year 7.  
The scenario is that they work for a small chocolate based business and have to think of and create a 
brand new chocolate product that can be brought to the market.  It allows for lots of creativity in addition to 
essential business skills.   There are no limits!  Students should have thought of a product and who the 
customer for their product is.  They will have done some market research to help with their ideas. 

 

Understanding and creating a brand identity 

Students will be able to: 

 explain what a brand is 

 create a new name, logo and slogan for your chocolate product 

 apply fireworks skills to create a logo 

This lesson will involve students thinking about what branding and what branding is, including looking and 
researching some popular brands.  Students will then create a name for their product, and then create 
their own logo and a slogan.  All work can be produced on paper or on a computer or laptop.  Support 
PowerPoints and help sheets (where needed) will be posted on the class page on google classroom. 
 
Understanding and creating packaging 

Students will be able to: 

 explain the different types of packaging  

 discuss how the packaging needs to be appropriate to the customer profile 

 explain the link between brand image and packaging 

This lesson will see the students produce the packaging for their chocolate product.  They could do some 
research and look at other chocolate products to get ideas.  This task is much easier for students to do on 
paper.  Support PowerPoints will be posted on the class page on google classroom.   

 
Understanding advertising and sales promotion techniques 

Students will be able to: 

 explain the different types of advertising methods a business might use  

 discuss how the advertising method needs to be appropriate to the customer profile 

 explain the link between advertising and promotion 

 
This lesson will teach students the subtle difference between sales promotion techniques and advertising. 
They will learn the difference between the two with examples and then choose suitable advertising 
methods for their chosen chocolate product.  It should all link together with the customer profile and the 
branding and packaging.  
 
Resources to support all lessons will be added to the class page on google classroom to allow students to 

continue with their learning at home. 



MUSIC  

20/04/2020 

African Drumming 
Pulse  

Identify: Pulse in music 

Demonstrate: an awareness of pulse 

Perform:  a regular pulse 

Google Classroom task 2: Music work sheet 2 

27/04/2020 

African Drumming 
Syncopation  
Identify: Syncopation in music 

Demonstrate: an awareness of syncopation 

Perform:  a syncopated beat  

Google Classroom task 2: Music work sheet 2 

04/05/2020 

BANK HOL 04/05 

African Drumming 
Syncopation  

Identify: Syncopation in music 

Demonstrate: an awareness of syncopation 

Perform:  a syncopated beat  

Google Classroom task 3: Video listening exercise African female artists 

11/05/2020 

African Drumming 
Call and Response and Improvisation 

Identify: Call and response and improvisation  

Demonstrate: an awareness of improvisation 

Understand: How to perform call and response 

Google Classroom task 3: Video listening exercise African female artists 

18/05/2020 

African Drumming 
Call and Response and Improvisation 

Identify: Call and response and improvisation  

Demonstrate: an awareness of improvisation 

Understand: How to perform call and response  

Google Classroom task 4: Video listening exercise African male artists 

 
  



Geography 
Y8 

Please find all resources/additional support/useful links and support on 
google classroom.  
 
Topic 1: What happened when the land meets the sea?  
Key questions:  

 What is erosion and deposition?  

 What are the landforms of deposition (spits/bars)? What is longshore drift?  

 What are the landforms of erosion? What are the different processes of 
erosion?  

 How do caves, arches, stacks and stumps form?  

 What are the different ways we can protect the coast? What is the difference 
between hard and soft engineering?  

 Where is the Jurassic coast? How has this place been impacted by the 
coast?  

 
Resources to aid understanding: 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4RiHd4c1F8c (Coastal Landforms 
created by Deposition) 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kJNB0dScA3o (Waves and Longshore 
Drift) 

 https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zyfd2p3/revision/2 (BBC Bitesize on 
Depositional Landforms) 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A5VoTgwEsWE (Coastal Erosion – 
Processes and Cliffs) 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aXP5I14YSR4 (84 Years of Beach 
Erosion – Time Lapse) 

 https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zyfd2p3/revision/1 (BBC Bitesize on 
Coastal Erosion Landforms) 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ialqVcLhrMc (Hard Engineering) 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ialqVcLhrMc (Soft Engineering) 

 https://www.theswimguide.org/2016/09/22/difference-soft-hard-engineering/ 
(Has a table that answers all of your questions and more) 

 https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z2ym82p/revision/2 (BBC Bitesize on 
Coastal Management Strategies) 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OjmW8ZNSJhA (A Beginner’s Guide to 
the Jurassic Coast) 

 https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zyfd2p3/revision/3 (BBC Bitesize on 
Jurassic Coast) 
 
 

Topic 2: What is the future for the planet? A geographer’s view 
Key questions:  

 What is climate change? What is the evidence for climate change? What 
causes climate change?  

 What are the consequences of climate change on our planet?  

 How is Antarctica impacted by climate change?  

 How can we reduce the effects of climate change?  

 What is the issue with plastic pollution?  
 
Resources to aid understanding:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4RiHd4c1F8c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kJNB0dScA3o
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zyfd2p3/revision/2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A5VoTgwEsWE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aXP5I14YSR4
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zyfd2p3/revision/1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ialqVcLhrMc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ialqVcLhrMc
https://www.theswimguide.org/2016/09/22/difference-soft-hard-engineering/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z2ym82p/revision/2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OjmW8ZNSJhA
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zyfd2p3/revision/3


 

  

 https://www.natgeokids.com/uk/discover/geography/general-
geography/what-is-climate-change/ (what is climate change?) 

 https://www.natgeokids.com/uk/discover/geography/general-
geography/what-is-climate-change/  

 https://www.natgeokids.com/uk/discover/geography/general-
geography/what-is-climate-change/ 

 https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=impacts+of+climate+
change+bbc (Impacts of climate change)  

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RvjD6AVoWkQ (Antarctica 
documentary)  

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RS7IzU2VJIQ (Plastic pollution)  
 

https://www.natgeokids.com/uk/discover/geography/general-geography/what-is-climate-change/
https://www.natgeokids.com/uk/discover/geography/general-geography/what-is-climate-change/
https://www.natgeokids.com/uk/discover/geography/general-geography/what-is-climate-change/
https://www.natgeokids.com/uk/discover/geography/general-geography/what-is-climate-change/
https://www.natgeokids.com/uk/discover/geography/general-geography/what-is-climate-change/
https://www.natgeokids.com/uk/discover/geography/general-geography/what-is-climate-change/
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=impacts+of+climate+change+bbc
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=impacts+of+climate+change+bbc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RvjD6AVoWkQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RS7IzU2VJIQ


Year 8 Core PE - Easter to May Half Term 

20/04/2020 

PE workout with Joe Wicks each morning at 9am to keep you active and promote 
healthy active lifestyles - #PEwithJOE 

Circuit Sessions – Individual Workouts (Core PE worksheet on Google Classroom)  

Gymnastics Knowledge Quiz – Google Classroom 

27/04/2020 

PE workout with Joe Wicks each morning at 9am to keep you active and promote 
healthy active lifestyles - #PEwithJOE 
Circuit Sessions – Individual Workouts (Core PE worksheet on Google Classroom)  

Athletics Research Task – Google Classroom 

04/05/2020 

BANK HOL 04/05 

PE workout with Joe Wicks each morning at 9am to keep you active and promote 
healthy active lifestyles - #PEwithJOE 

Circuit Sessions – Individual Workouts (Core PE worksheet on Google Classroom)  

Athletics Research Task – Google Classroom 

11/05/2020 

PE workout with Joe Wicks each morning at 9am to keep you active and promote 
healthy active lifestyles - #PEwithJOE 
Circuit Sessions – Individual Workouts (Core PE worksheet on Google Classroom)  

Athletics Research Task – Google Classroom 

18/05/2020 

PE workout with Joe Wicks each morning at 9am to keep you active and promote 
healthy active lifestyles - #PEwithJOE 

Circuit Sessions – Individual Workouts (Core PE worksheet on Google Classroom)  

Athletics Research Task – Google Classroom 

 

  



 

  

Subject AR3 Content 

Maths  
Year 8 
Foundation 
8RS1 
8RS2 
8FS4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Measuring Space 

 use standard units of measure (length, area, volume/capacity, mass, 
time, money, etc.) 

 use units of mass, length, time, money; using decimal quantities 
where appropriate 

 change confidently between related units (e.g. time, length, area, 
volume etc) 

 measure lines and angles confidently 

Angles 

 know and use the rules for calculating missing angles at a point, on 
a straight line, and vertically opposite angles. 

Calculating with Fractions, Decimals and Percentages   

 Add, Subtract, Multiply and Divide fractions and mixed numbers   

 Convert confidently between percentage, fractions and decimals 
and see percentage changes as a fraction or a decimal, and 
interpret these multiplicatively 

 compare two quantities using percentages 

 calculate percentage change, including percentage 
increase/decrease 

Solving Equations  

 recognise and use relationships between operations, including 
inverse operations  

 solve linear equations with one unknown, including those that 
contain brackets  

Calculating Space 

 use units of measure  for length, area, volume/capacity 

 calculate perimeters of 2D shapes 

 calculate area of triangles, parallelograms, trapezia 

 calculate surface area of cuboids 

 calculate volume of cuboids 

Transformations 

 work with coordinates in all four quadrants 

 identify, describe and construct congruent shapes 

 carry out a rotation, reflection and translation 

 describe translations as 2D vectors 
Statistics   

 interpret and draw frequency tables, bar charts, pie charts,  
pictograms and vertical line charts  

 Calculate the mean, mode, range and median  

 Compare at least two data sets using mean, mode, range and 
median 



 

  

Subject AR3 Content 

Maths  
Year 8  
Crossover 
8FS2 
8FS3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Calculating Space  

 compare lengths, areas and volumes using ratio notation 

 calculate perimeters of 2D shapes, including circles 

 know and use circle definitions and properties, including: centre, 
radius, chord, diameter, circumference 

 know and use the formulae for the circumference of a circle = 2πr = 
πd,  

 know and use the formulae for area of a circle = πr² 

 calculate areas of circles and composite shapes 

 calculate volume of any prism including cylinder 
Algebraic Proficiency: Visualising   

 plot straight-line graphs  

 identify and interpret gradients and intercepts of straight line graphs  

 plot quadratic graphs  

 recognise, sketch and interpret graphs of linear functions and simple 
quadratic functions 

 plot and interpret real life graphs and graphs involving distance and 
speed 

Understanding Risk 2 

 apply systematic listing strategies 

 complete Frequency Trees using them to calculate probability 

 complete Venn diagrams using them to calculate probability 

 construct possibility space diagrams and use them to calculate 
probability  

 apply ideas of randomness, fairness and equally likely events to 
calculate expected outcomes of multiple experiments 

Statistics   

 use and interpret scatter graphs  

 recognise correlation 

 interpret, analyse and compare two sets of data using the median, 
mean, range and or mode/modal class 

 apply statistics to describe a population 



 

Subject AR3 Content 

Maths  
Year 8 
Higher  
Classes  
8AA1 
8AA2 
8FS1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Solving Equations and Inequalities Part 2 

 solve, in simple cases, two linear simultaneous equations 

 derive an equations (or two simultaneous) from written descriptions  

 find approximate solutions to simultaneous equations using a graph 
 
Understanding Risk 

 use tree diagrams to calculate the probability of independent and 
dependent combined events 

 understand that unbiased samples tend towards theoretical probability 
 
Statistics  

 interpret and construct tables, charts and diagrams, including tables 
and line graphs for time series  

 draw estimated lines of best fit on scatter graphs and use them to  
make predictions 

 know correlation does not indicate causation 


